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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Welcome Officer Hyatt,
Allandale’s New APD
District Representative
Stephanie Ryan

A

NA Safety Committee Chair, Carlene Wegmann
Todd, introduced Allandale’s new Austin Police
Department (APD) district representative, Officer
James Hyatt, during the March 2 board meeting. Ofc. Hyatt
relayed to the attendees that he has been with APD for 22
years, with seven of those serving in the
role of district representative. Ofc. Hyatt
explained that as a liaison with neighborhoods and APD command, he is receptive to all concerns presented by residents
of his designated area.

Help out in Planning
Austin Geology, an
the Future of
Introduction
Northwest Pool
R. C. Smyth
Access the online survey on
page 15

HELP WANTED

We're still looking for an ad
coordinator for the newsletter! Send inquiries to
allandaleneighbor
@gmail.com
Follow us on
Facebook!

@ Allandale Neighborhood
Association and Allandale Neighbors

T

he universe is about 14 billion years
old. Earth formed about 4.6 billion
years ago (Bya). Granitic rock (granite) at
the Enchanted Rock State Natural Area
between Fredericksburg and Llano,
Texas, crystallized just over one Bya. This
makes the roughly 100-million-year-old,
light-colored limestone rocks around
Austin seem relatively young, doesn’t it?
Granite and other types of igneous
rock form by the cooling and crystallization of hot, semi-liquid magma. Limestone, which is the most common rock
seen in Austin, is a type of sedimentary
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

He has worked primarily in the northern parts of Austin and has just recently
been assigned to the APD Baker sector,
which includes Allandale. Ofc. Hyatt
stated that due to the APD restructuring
(which was initiated in the prior fiscal
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Lettuce Recycle
Dena Houston

TO COMPOSTING AND BEYOND!
ost of us
have been
using our green
compost bins
and enjoying the
benefits of the
City’s curbside
compost collection for some
time now. As the
author of Lettuce Recycle, I have
received many compost-collection questions, the answers to which are not
always easily found. Thanks to the won-

M

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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D

ear Allandale Neighbors,
The primary election is behind us, albeit with run-offs for statewide races on
May 7. For Travis County, voter participation was 18.6% of eligible voters. However,
for Allandale precincts 210, 211, 220 and 223, the participation was lower, hovering
between 12% and 15%.
For an engaged community, it’s surprising to me that our voter participation is
below the county average. Our state government seems eager to restrict voting, so in
the future when the budget is tight, why not save the money and eliminate the primaries? The logical next step would be to eliminate elections altogether. That which is not
exercised atrophies!
Construction of condo and office high-rises continues in downtown Austin. The
condos are not doing anything to help low-income housing, and the offices remain
sparsely populated while many office workers continue to comfortably work from
home. The trend of taller buildings is coming to Burnet Road. A proposal to allow
90-foot-tall buildings instead of the standard 60-foot height for vertical mixed use will
soon be considered by the council. We may see 8- to 10-story high-rises popping up
on commercial properties soon where single- or two-story buildings used to be.
Hans z
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The Allandale Neighbor is published and distributed bimonthly by the ANA. Contact our ad
coordinator at 512-348-8237 or allandaleneighbor@gmail.com for more information.
Your Ad
Size
One time rate
Full Page
7½ x 9¾”
$320
1/2 Page
7½ x 5
$225
1/4 Page
35/8 x 4½
$116
Business Card
35/8 x 2
$72
We prefer digital files, at least 300 pixels (TIFF or PDF best). We can create or alter your ad
for a nominal charge. For an additional $60 we will create an online ad to place on the
Allandale web site: www.allandaleneighbor.com.
* a 10% discount is offered on three or more ads.
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Welcome Officer Hyatt,
Allandale’s New APD
District Representative
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

year), the staffing of district representatives (DRs) was reduced by 50%, resulting in the Baker sector now having just
two instead of four DRs.
Prior to this board meeting, the safety
committee had developed and shared
with Ofc. Hyatt the following questions
for discussion during the March 2 meeting. Inserted following each question is
Ofc. Hyatt’s response:
 As an experienced DR, what are the
greatest challenges/concerns? A: The
staffing reduction has created additional
workload and resulted in some specialized units being reassigned to patrol.
 Austin's Vision Zero (VZ) effort is
struggling. This seems most problematic on the highways. Does APD coordinate with Austin Transportation
Department (ATD) on this? Given the
staffing shortage, what is APD's cur-

rent capability for traffic/speeding
enforcement? A: The motorcycle unit
with primary responsibility for traffic
enforcement was taken offline. When
APD becomes aware of problem areas, it
can implement "directed patrols" to
address these which will monitor areas of
concern when not responding to calls.
Yes, APD and ATD coordinate on VZ
concerns with ATD responsible for conducting studies to evaluate needed changes.
 Dynamic Speed Display Devices
(DSDDs) are stated to be effective in
speed reduction efforts. Does he agree?
If so, does APD have a reasonable supply? Is this coordinated through ATD?
A: Ofc. Hyatt agrees that DSDDs are
helpful in speed reduction, although
enforcement is most successful in achieving this. The Baker sector has three
DSDDs, and APD can independently
decide optimal placement of these devices.
 The ANA safety committee monitors
APD crime reports, and notes that
although internal to most of our
neighborhood, crime activity is limit-

It’s still a seller’s market!

If you are considering selling your home, NOW is the time!
With less than one month of inventory, Austin is experiencing
a 30% median price increase from this time last year.
If you’re looking to downsize or scale up, we can help you
navigate this historical real estate market.

Learn how you can profit from our experience.
ruthandevonne@realtyaustin.com

THE RUTH AND EVONNE TEAM

2x

the experience

2x

the service

2x

the reward

Ruth E. Powers

REALTOR®, ABR, CLHMS, MBA, SRES

512.964.3434

Evonne Gottsch
REALTOR®, CNE

512.810.3189
We live here. We give here. We are your ultimate resource.
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ed. The apartment residents at
2200/2300 North Loop Boulevard are
experiencing a sustained, elevated Part
II crime rate. Is APD aware of this? If
so, are there any ongoing/planned
efforts to address this? Does he have
suggestions to help these folks? A: Yes,
APD is aware of increased crime activity
at these North Loop locations with particular mention of burglary of vehicle
(BOV) incidents. The local DRs have
requested that patrol supervisors direct
patrols, as needed, to this location. Ofc.
Hyatt mentioned APD will look inside
cars for valuable goods and when noted,
leave pamphlets on the windshields
advising residents on how to guard
against theft. These strategies can include
parking under a light source, looking
around when parking one’s vehicle, and
not using covers to mask valuables, as
this often draws increased atte ntion by
burglars.
 We understand from the Homeless
Strategy Office (HSO), the ramp-up
for housing unsheltered individuals
will continue to be slow for some time.

Has APD received any recent information from HSO and/or City Council
re: helping the homeless rather than
forcing them to move -- yet again -- to
a different outdoor space? A: Ofc.
Hyatt agrees that, at this time, the
options for assisting the homeless are limited. APD works with various city
departments such as Public Works, Austin Resource Recovery, and Watershed
Protection. At this time, APD is monitoring on a rotational basis about 600
homeless encampments throughout the
city, and also responds to citizen complaints, followed by a request to the individuals living in these public spaces to
clear the encampment to avoid arrest.
A meeting attendee asked Ofc. Hyatt
about notice given to homeless individuals
prior to an enforced encampment clearing,
whether brochures with service information are provided to t hese folks, and at
what point arrest occurs. He explained that
APD makes warning visits ahead of time
to inform people living in these encampments that the city will soon clear them.
The visits do include brochures providing

information on local resources for the
homeless. Ofc. Hyatt also added that when
city staff arrives to clear the encampment,
individuals unwilling to leave will be
arrested and redirected to the Downtown
Austin Community Court (DACC), where
they are assessed, offered alternative forms
of adjudication, and provided referrals for
supportive services.
A follow-up comment included the
general observation that local outreach
services seem insufficient for the need,
including the city’s sole Homeless Outreach Street Team (HOST), an interdisciplinary initiative that mostly serves the
downtown and UT campus areas. Ofc.
Hyatt verified the city still has just one
HOST, although there have been continuing conversations about the need for
a second team.
Ofc. Hyatt was also asked about his
familiarity with the redesign of the 9-1-1
call center which includes a (fourth)
menu option for Mental Health crisis
calls, resulting in a reduction of police
response to certain MH crises. Ofc. Hyatt
is aware of this and agreed with the

www.allandaleneighbor.com

attendee asking this question that sometimes APD presence may not be needed
and can be intimidating, while otvher
times it can be helpful.
And finally, a follow-up question specific to Part II crime incidents at the
North Loop apts. was presented to Ofc.
Hyatt, asking how APD handles, in particular, acts of physical violence occurring
at these locations. Ofc. Hyatt responded
that arrests are made when violence
occurs and further action is handled
through the court system, which can
include referrals to counseling serv ices.
Allandale is fortunate to have Ofc.
Hyatt available to work in partnership
with our community. His email contact
information is james.hyatt@austintexas.
gov. He can also be reached by phone at
(512) 974-6894. z

T H A N K YO U

ADVERTISERS!
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Austin Geology, an
Introduction
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

rock. Other types of sedimentary rock are
also present in the Austin area. These
include black, gray, and tan-colored clays.
Gravel, sand, and silt are found along
creeks, the Colorado River, and the Highland Lakes.
Limestone primarily forms by biochemical precipitation of calcium and
magnesium carbonate minerals from seawater. Biochemical precipitation is the
mechanism by which marine organisms
form their shells. Fragments of larger
shells down to ones microscopic in size
accumulate on shallow sea floors after
their resident organisms die. Sometimes
whole shells are preserved in the “limey”
sediments that eventually harden to limestone rock.
A good example of limestone with
well-preserved, larger fossils can be found
in the rock walls bordering the UT campus on the east side of Guadalupe Street
between West Martin Luther King Jr.
Boulevard to the south, and 24th Street
to the north. This type of limestone has
lots of void space between the whole
shells, and many sizes of smaller shell

fragments, giving it high matrix porosity.
Much of the limestone around Austin
appears more massive or solid; it generally
has low matrix porosity. Layers in the
more solid-looking limestone vary in
thickness from centimeters to meters.
Sometimes, like in cliffs of layered limestone bordering the south side of Lady
Bird Lake west of the Mopac bridge,
elongated blobs of gray to black chert
appear to be squished between limestone
layers. Chert, sometimes also referred to
as flint, is composed of extremely finegrained (microscopic) silicon dioxide
(quartz).
So how did blobs of crypto-crystalline
silica (chert) get squished between layers
of limestone? Not all marine life has calcium carbonate shells. Some microscopic
marine organisms are composed of silica.
If many these creatures die in a relatively
short time span, their “shells” sink to the
seafloor and can accumulate as a siliceous
ooze. This is a simplified explanation of
how chert forms between limestone layers, because many factors determine
whether the ooze is preserved. Launch
your kayak or paddleboard on the lake
and see if you can find any of the discontinuous layers (blobs) of chert along limestone bedding planes seen in the cliffs.
Some good examples can be found

approximately ¼- to ½-mile west of the
rowing dock.
The second type of sedimentary rock
on earth, other than that which formed
chemically, is clastic -- pieces of rock or
sediments that have been mechanically
broken down from all other types of rock.
In offshore settings, clastic sediments
transported by various mechanisms from
onshore settings (land masses) are called
terrigenous (derived from land) sediments. Limestones often have varying
amounts of terrigenous sediment, usually
clay-sized particles, mixed in with the carbonate minerals/shell fragments/etc.
Abundant clay particles in limestone contribute to low matrix porosity. The significance of matrix porosity will become
more apparent when I write about
groundwater and aquifers in later episodes
of this series.
If you walk along the creek beds of
Austin, you’ll see that not all the gravelor sand-sized (or smaller) sediments are
white, brown, or gray-colored limestone.
Pieces of limestone in creek beds and rivers are now clastic sediments. They have
been eroded by wind, water, or large temperature fluctuations. Clastic sediments,
which are eventually formed into clastic
sedimentary rocks over long periods of
time, can be transported via creeks,

DON'T CALL US IF YOU...
LOVE YOUR CPAP MACHINE
LIKE CHIPPED OR CROOKED TEETH
PREFER A YELLOW SMILE
ARE OK WITH SLIDING DENTURES
ENJOY GETTING FOOD CAUGHT
BETWEEN YOUR TEETH

DO CALL US
FOR EXCELLENT
DENTAL CARE!
Check out our patient reviews on Google!
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straitsmilestudio.com

512-459-7811

5017 Bull Creek Road Austin, TX

streams, rivers, or wind, OR accumulate and solidify in place.
To fully understand the science of geology, one needs to be
able to visualize/think in three-dimensions. It is not just what
geologists see on the surface that helps us interpret earth history. What we can learn from vertical rock cores retrieved from
the subsurface by drilling or in road cuts through hilly terrain
(for example, along Loop 360) provide critical pieces of the
geological puzzle. In this series on geology of the Austin area,
I’ll focus on what we see on surfaces that are not covered by
vegetation. In subsequent newsletters I’ll provide more detail on
local geology-related topics such as (but not necessarily in this
order):
 Balcones Fault Zone, Mt. Bonnell, and other geologic structures
 Barton Springs, water quality, and salamanders
 Dams and lakes along the Colorado River, flooding, and
downstream impacts
 Edwards Aquifer and other sources of drinking water
 Fossils
 Geologic timescale
 Minerology and rock types
 Problematic Austin building foundations
 Sinkholes and caves
 Stormwater runoff control structures
 Volcanoes and Pilot Knob z

Lights Out for Migrating
Birds March 1 – June
15, 11:00 p.m.
to 6:00 a.m.
Travis Audubon

D

id you know that most birds migrate
at night? They often use the moon,
stars, and sun to navigate. Light pollution
can interfere with these signals and cause
a serious problem for birds: they might be
thrown off course or become so disoriented that they circle until they fall from
exhaustion or collide with buildings. You
can help with just a flick of a switch –
plus you’ll save money on energy costs!
 Turn off lights at night on unoccupied
floors and in unused spaces.
 Close curtains and blinds.
 Turn off exterior floodlights during
bird migration season.
 Opt for shielded lighting that directs
lights downward.
 Try using task lighting at your workstation instead of overhead lights if
you’re working late.
Be part of the solution – learn more
about Lights Out Texas today. z

Join ANA Today!

Annual membership dues are just
$10–$20 per household.
visit www.allandaleneighbor.com to
join or check your membership status
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Lettuce Recycle
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

derful people at Organics by Gosh and
Austin Resource Recovery, I have been
able to answer these great questions.
Below are the questions from my readers
and the answers:
 Why do bones and avocado seeds
compost in the city compost facility
and not in my back yard bin? Everything brought into the compost facility
is ground and sifted. Large piles of this
organic material are created. The internal temperature of these piles is maintained at 160 degrees, which is critical
for proper composting. With moisture
and time, this material becomes nutrient-rich compost.
 Are disposable paper vacuum cleaner
bags allowed in the green bin? No,
they are not. A vacuum cleaner bag
could contain contaminated materials,
such as glass and cat litter.
 Can I use compost bags as trash
bags? Compost bags do not compost
in a landfill. There is not enough heat
in a landfill to make that happen. Also,
compost bags are more expensive than

trash bags and are not as sturdy.
 Are cornstarch packing peanuts compostable in the green bin? No, they
are not. Home-testing them to see if
they are compostable is not always
accurate. They must be reused or go
into the trash cart.
 How do I identify a compostable
bag? Every box or bag that is certified
compostable will have a symbol that
says “BPI-CERTIFIED COMPOSTABLE BAGS." These have been tested
and approved by Biodegradable Products Institute scientists to ensure that
they will break down completely,
quickly, and safely during the composting process. Here is a picture of
the symbol:

 I just spilled coffee on my morning
newspaper – can I recycle it? No. Any
paper that has become wet (even if it
has dried) is contaminated and cannot










be recycled in the blue curbside bin.
However, it can go into the green bin
for composting.
Can I put wax, parchment, and
butcher paper in my green bin? Yes.
You can put all of them (plus non-foil
cupcake liners) in your green bin.
Can I put the paper around sticks of
margarine and butter into my green
bin? Yes, as long as it is not foil.
Can cash register receipts and carbonless paper receipts go into the
green or blue bin? No. Most of
today’s cash register receipts are printed
on thermal paper. This paper is treated
with BPA, making the paper neither
recyclable nor compostable. Place these
receipts in the trash cart.
Can I compost or recycle disposable
masks? No. They are made with nonwoven materials and elastic, neither of
which will compost. These must go
into the trash cart.
Can small pieces of plywood go into
the green bin? No. The glue that
holds the sheets of plywood together is

Reduce your rent, save money,
get the best space.


Lease renewal negotiations



Office site selection/relocation



Commercial purchases



Restructure existing leases

Bill Anderson
Allandale resident.
Experienced commercial real estate broker
representing tenants and buyers.
Winning Strategies
For Commercial Real Estate
512-501-1807

bill@championcre.com
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not compostable. They need to go into
the trash cart.
 Can paper towels used with cleaning
product go into the green bin? No.
Paper towels used with any kind of
cleaning product must go into the
trash cart. The chemical interferes with
the composting process.
 Does shredded paper go into the
green bin? Yes, it is better to put
shredded paper into the green bin,
rather than the blue recycling bin.
Make sure the paper is contained in
either a paper or compostable bag.
 Can dryer lint go into the compost
bin? No. This needs to go into your
trash cart. Dryer lint often consists of
non-cotton fibers. Only cotton fiber is
compostable.
 Can pet waste go into the green bin?
No. Pet waste contaminates the compost and is a health hazard to the
workers who physically sort through
the compost.
COMPOSTING COLLECTION
HAZARDS
 Glass - do not put glass of any kind
into the green curbside compost bin!
The glass contaminates the compost. If
glass is detected in the compost pile,
the entire pile is declared contaminated
and can’t be used.
 Yard waste not contained in a bin when yard waste is not in a collection
bin, city workers are not allowed to
pick it up. Some items are too heavy,
too bulky, or too dangerous and pose a
danger to the workers.
FLUFF – DON’T STUFF
Recently, I noticed that a compost collection truck’s automatic arm kept shaking a green can. Finally, the driver set the
can down, got out of the truck, reached
into the can, and pulled out pizza boxes
that had been stuffed into it. He then was
able to re-engage the auto arm and empty
the can. This is potentially dangerous.
Please don’t stuff things into any of your
cans.
Here is a very informative City of Austin recycling website:
www.austintexas.gov/what-do-i-do
Stay tuned for future tips that will
include creative ways to recycle or reuse.
If you have any questions or recycling
ideas, please send them to:
recycling@hpwbana.org. z

Bug Off!
Wizzie Brown

BUGS – ESSENTIAL FOR RECYCLING BUT SOME CAN BE DESTRUCTIVE
How to Identify Ant & Termite Swarmers
oon it will be time for swarming insects to emerge
from their homes in the ground and fly into the
air in search of a mate. Usually, this event coincides
with warm temperatures and a significant rainfall event,
but can also occur if you forget to turn off your irrigation system.
“Swarmer” or “alate” are terms used to describe the reproductive stage of ants and
termites. These insects have wings when they initially leave the colony, but the wings
are either shed or chewed off after they land on the ground and before they form a
nest. So, how do you tell them apart?

S

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Gullett Good News

Bug Off

Diane Hurtado

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

G

Ant swarmers have antennae that are bent at a ninety-degree angle and are said to be
“elbowed.” The area where the thorax and abdomen meet, sometimes called the
“waist,” is constricted, narrowed, or pinched. If you find a reproductive that still has
wings -- they chew off their wings once they have mated and land on the ground -- the
front wing will be larger than the hind wing and all wings will have few veins. If the
wings are missing from the ant swarmer, there will not be a wing stub left on the thorax from where the wing was attached. Male ant swarmers retain their wings after landing on the ground, but they die after mating.
Termite swarmers have antennae that are straight and a thorax-abdomen area, or
“waist,” that is broadly joined together. Termite reproductive wings are similar in size
and shape, and tend to have a lot of veins. Sometimes with termites you may find only
wings that have been left behind due to shedding when the termites land on the
ground, or you may see the termites themselves with or without wings still attached. If
you find a termite reproductive without wings, there will be wing stubs, called “scales,”
left behind on the thorax. Male and female termite reproductives shed their wings after
landing on the ground, pair up, and find a site to begin a new colony.
For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie Brown, Texas
AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist at (512) 854-9600. Check out my blog
at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com
The information given herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial
products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended
and no endorsement by Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service or the Texas A&M AgriLife
Research is implied.
The Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service provides equal access in its programs, activities, education and employment, without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, genetic information, veteran status, sexual orientation or gender identity. z

Allandale amigos, bring in this ad for

ONE FREE COFFEE

WITH PURCHASE OF BREAKFAST TACO
Limit one per customer

B R E A K FA S T ★ L U N C H ★ D I N N E R
C AT E R I N G ★ F U L L B A R
EldoradoCafeATX.com

3 3 00 W. A N D E R SON LN | AU STI N TX
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Please support our advertisers!

reetings Gecko community! Spring
is here, and Gullett is abuzz with
activity. Following are just a few of the
many activities, events and updates happening at our school:
On April 16, Gullett will honor our
amazing librarian of 19 years, Kay
Gooch, who retired in 2020, with the
Kay Gooch Library Dedication & Celebration. It’s finally time to give her a
proper sendoff and thank her for all her
years of hard work. Our school community is thrilled that the library will be
renamed in her honor. Thank you, Ms.
Gooch!
The annual spring PTA fundraiser,
VIVA Gullett, is happening on April 23
at the Oakmont Food Company. Every
penny raised goes to support our school.
If you (or your employer) would be interested in making a tax-deductible donation
of goods or services to VIVA Gullett, it
would be appreciated. Donations can be
mailed directly to: VIVA Gullett Committee, 6310 Treadwell Blvd, Austin, TX
78757, or you may contact Natasha
Ulack (natashaulack@gmail.com) or Kim
Snyder-Jackson (snyderjackson512@gmail.
com) to arrange for pickup. Thank you
for your support!
If you are passing by Gullett, you may
notice big improvements to the school
grounds. Thanks to the efforts of volunteers and the Gullett Grounds Committee, our campus is looking great. Along
with brush and leaf clean-up, tree trimming, and class garden work, the Pre-K
gardens have a beautiful new fence and
sign. Next up is a renovation of the Gullett greenhouse.
Upcoming Important Dates:
April 15: No school
April 16: Kay Gooch Library
dedication
April 23: VIVA Gullett fundraiser
May 2: PTA meeting, 7:00 p.m.
May 6: Student art show
May 10-12: STAAR testing
May 16: Gullett Cultural Heritage Day
May 27: Last day of school z

Quick Bites
Robert Mace

For links and color photos, please visit
www.austinwanderlist.com. z
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The zoning request at 7301 Burnet Road

allandaleneighbor@gmail.com
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Pan Pies Rising.

AU

ot some disturbing news in the mail
last week: the owners of the lot at
7301 Burnet Road have asked to rezone
from commercial to mixed use, suggesting
a redevelopment of the property. Who’s at
7301 Burnet, you ask? Taco Deli, Tumble 22, and dipdipdip tatsu-ya. Taco
Deli alone has elevated our quality of life
by at least ten percentage points, so this is
quite the tummy blow. A quick perusal of
TravisCAD reveals that the property sold
in late February to 7301 Burnet Road
LLC, a newly created company managed
by Jonathon Saad of Danly Properties,
Colin Armstrong of Armstrong Properties, and Alex Altamirano of Vault Real
Estate Investments. A name based on the
address suggests a quick redevelopment of
the property. I am not anti-redevelopment; but I am pro-stomach. Get your
Otto tacos now while you can!
In other news, Fajita Pete’s at 5523
Balcones Drive is now open for take-out
and delivery. At Kitchen United, Little
Juliet (Italian) is now open, and it
appears that Bao’d Up has bowed out. We
still hungrily await the openings of
Pflour Shop Bakery, East Side Pies, and
Rise Souffle.
Austin Monthly gave our ‘hood a lot of
pizza love by recognizing Bufalina Due,
Pinthouse, Backspace, Little Deli, and
East Side Pies as among the best in town.
Those Chris Rock slappers at Eater
Austin recognized dipdipdip and Fonda
San Miguel as among the most romantic,
IchiUmi Ramen & Poke among the best
to eat ramen, Edis Chocolates and Asahi
Imports as places to satisfy your sweet
tooth, the Peached Tortilla for brunch,
Bufalina Due for Italian, Bufalina Due
and Honest Mary’s for salads, and LaLa’s
Little Nugget and Little Longhorn
Saloon for dive bars. Thrillest included
several neighborhood joints in their list of
“30 Essential Food Experiences in
Austin,” including the Wundershowzen at
JuiceLand, Southern Fun at the Peached
Tortilla, Lovely Day Egg Sandwich at
Bird Bird Biscuit, and the Coconut
Cream Pie at Chez Zee American Bistro.
Thrillest also gave a shout-out to
Chi’lantro and Hi Wings as among the
best chicken wings in town.

A
TEXAS E

Enlightened Allandalians order ahead!
PAN PIES - THIN PIZZA - SALAD - WINGS - BEER - VEGAN - GLUTEN-F

www.allandaleneighbor.com
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China Family Express
Robert Mace

A

lthough China Family looks just like
every other dime-a-dozen ChineseAmerican restaurant in Texas, it is a
bright red chile pepper in a sea of saplessness. The first hint that China Family
may be something special is that Matt
Odam (Austin’s second-best restaurant
reviewer) listed it among Austin’s 50 best
restaurants. That got the stomach growling. And now China Family, with its flagship on Airport Boulevard and an outpost
near campus, has opened China Family
Express in Northcross Mall.
With my first bite of a Crab Rangoon
(four for $5), an American-Chinese dish,
I knew I was in for a different experience.
Instead of being fried more than Dr. Timothy Leary, this rangoon was lightly
crispy and doughy, with yeasty wings that
perfectly balanced the rich cream cheese
center and the pleasantly submissive
more-sweet-than-sour dipping sauce.
Odam recommended the Fish Fillet in
Chili Oil ($18), and he ain’t joking. The
delicate white clouds of fish morsels backstroking in a chile oil sauce flecked with
peppers atop white rice were toothsome,
with just enough fire to buzz my mouth
(and leave me wanting more). The Bride,
always seeking vegetables, ordered the
Dry Fried Green Beans ($14) and raved
that they were actually dry and not
souped with sauce, and were expertly
wok’d, leaving them perfectly balanced
between cooked and crisp fresh.
The star of the show has been the
Chongqing Spicy Chicken (aka Laziji, a
legit Chinese dish from the city of
Chongqing; $18), a stir-fry of marinated
then deep-fried chicken bits with dried
and undried Sichuan peppers, spicy bean
paste, garlic, ginger, and onions (see
photo). This stuff is more addictive than
cat memes, with each small morsel of
chicken warmly wrapped in a blanket of
ambrosial spices, infused with savourous
intrigue, and just enough spank to spark
the endorphins. Adding to the addictiveness, you have to hunt and peck the pieces through an avalanche of peppers, an
activity that becomes more frantic as the
cluck-to-pepper ratio decreases rapidly
over time. If Mr. Meta was a chef, this is
12

The marriage-breaker named Chongqing Spicy Chicken

the dish he would have invented.
The menu at our Express outpost is
more limited than that over on Airport.
For example, the Odam-rec’d Sichuan
Lamb is not offered at Northcross. And
the space at the Express has more of a
stylish fast-food vibe, rather than the stylish restaurant vibe on Airport. China
Family offers take-out but does not deliver outside of the usual third-party delivery
services. The prices I listed are for single
www.allandaleneighbor.com

entrees, but you can order one-, two- and
three-entree combos that allow you to
sample at a lower price. But either get a
full order of that Chongqing Spicy
Chicken or make sure each of you has
your own side; order otherwise, and you
may be testing your marriage vows.
China Family Express, 2525 West Anderson
Lane #110, (512) 291-2946, chinafamilytx.com, full color review at www.austinwanderlist.com z
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Fajita Pete’s
By Robert Mace

S

tarted in 2008 (just in time for Hurricane Harvey), Fajita Pete’s is the
progeny of Pedro “Pete” Mora, of Houston. In 2015, Pete began selling franchises
of a ghost version of his restaurant
focused on delivery and catering. It’s a
brilliant idea. If you think about it, fajitas
are the perfect catering cuisine, since
everything comes separately and the customer assembles the parts as desired.
Since our Fajita Pete’s (called MoPac) is a
franchise, it does not have a dine-in

option, something that caught us by surprise when we stopped by (combed my
dang hair fer nuthin’!). Take-out and
delivery are it. But you can order at the
storefront and wait, which is what we did.
The menu is blissfully simple. You
choose how many people the fajitas are
for (one, two, four, La Familia [four to
five], or 10), the fajita fillings (chicken,
beef, shrimp, pork carnitas, veggies), the
beans (refried, charro, mixed), and the
tortillas (flour, corn, gluten-free, mixed).

Fajitas from Fajita Pete’s!

14
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Fajita orders are also supplied with sides
of grilled onions, grilled jalapeños, shredded cheese, pico de gallo, lettuce, guacamole, and chips and salsa. Depending on
your protein choices, the prices range
from $16 to $18 for one, $28 to $34 for
two, $48 to $63 for four, $79 to $106 for
La Familia, or $130 to $161 for 10.
There’s also a Fajita Trio for $45 that
serves as a taster of the menu, as well as a
couple of kid items (li'l fajita and li'l quesadilla). In addition to his namesake,
Pete’s serves quesadillas, enchiladas, burritos, flautas, and a fajita salad. For dessert,
you can order a brownie, sopapillas, tres
leches, and churro bites. Oh, and they
have frozen margaritas!
We ordered the Fajitas for two with
chicken and veggies ($29) and a 20-ounce
frozen margarita ($11), and then carted
the whole thing home for a devouring.
We chose the veggies since we were led to
believe that orders did not come with
veggies when they do, in fact, come with
a bed of grilled onions and a grilled jalapeno (but no bell peppers). We found the
lack of bell peppers a little strange, but
that must be how it’s done down in the
bayou. This left the bride and me fighting
over the chicken and commenting that
there wasn’t enough of it (although, on
reflection, there was enough for two fajita
tacos which, with two fajitas-worth of
veggies, we each had two full fajita tacos).
We didn’t specify what type of tortillas
we wanted, and the ones we got (flour?)
were sticky, rubbery, and a bit shiny.
However, the tensile strength offered by
the rubbery bodies provided a powerful
mitt for ingredients -- there were no tortilla failures. The refried beans seemed off,
liquidy with a noticeable sour taste, perhaps from limes, perhaps not. The chips
were thin, crispy, and (since we like them
that way) fantastic. There’s perhaps too
much of a fast-food vibe to the food for
the price (for $2 more a head, Trudy’s will
serve them sizzling to your booth). But if
you have a hankering for fajitas at home
and you want ’em fast, Fajita Pete’s may
be for you.
Fajita Pete’s, 5523 Balcones Road,
fajitapetes.com, full color review at
www.austinwanderlist.com z

Help Plan the Future of
Sheffield Northwest
Pool!
Mary Fero

T

he City of Austin Parks and Recreation Department is launching the
community engagement process for Beverly S. Sheffield Northwest Pool. Plans
call for the pool to be replaced, with
modernizations for the changing rooms
and related facilities. Use the QR code
below to take the online survey and sign
up for future updates! z

JOIN ANA TODAY!
All residents within Allandale’s boundaries are welcome to join the Allandale
Neighborhood Association. Annual dues are $20 per household or $10 (over age
55 household). Dues may be paid in advance for multiple years.
Name________________________________________
Address_______________________________________
Phone _______________________________________
E-mail_______________________________________
Membership rates:  $20 dues per household  $10 dues per age 55+ household
Please make checks payable to:

ANA  PO Box 10886  Austin, TX 78766-1886 
Or join online via www.allandaleneighbor.com
I am willing to serve on the following committees:

 Bylaws
 Communications
 Nominating  Parks
 Safety

 Finance
 Membership
 Zoning and Planning

 Other____________________________________
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ANA works on
Volunteer Power
and we need you!
Contact us at
allandaleneighbor@gmail.com
to find out how
you can help.

WE
NEED
YOU!
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Allandale Neighborhood
Association
PO Box 10886
Austin, TX 78766-1886

Postal Customer
Austin, TX

Call us today to schedule your free estimate!
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